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Additional Information Requested by the Promoters 

1 Introduction 

This note provides further information in response to a request from BDB on behalf of 

the promoters. This raised two issues: 

 the generalised cost modelling undertaken by TAS on current estimated rail 

demand on the NGT corridor; 

 the data supplied to TAS by FWY (and referred to in paragraph 4.1.1 of 

Appendix 2 to FWY Statement of Case) and the outputs of the QData 

Software analysis performed by TAS and also referred to in that paragraph. 

So far as the second of these requests is concerned, it will be appreciated that 

electronic ticket machine data is commercially sensitive. Having consulted First West 

Yorkshire as owners of the data, this request is declined. As is already known to Metro 

this information is confidential, and the extent of the disclosure already made in the 

TAS reports is actually greater than would usually be permitted.  

So far as the first of these requests is concerned, it is not possible to release the 

model itself since it contains the sensitive data discussed above. We have however, 

supplied a further description of the process in the rest of this note. 

2 Rail Modelling Process 

2.1 Estimation of Demand 

The process by which we used existing station usage data published by the Office of 

Rail Regulation to estimate a daily patronage from the stations affected was described 

in the TAS supplementary report (Appendix 2 to Mr Cheek’s Proof of Evidence, 

Chapter 4). Table 11 of that report set out our estimates of daily demand for rail 
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services in the Headingley corridor, which amounted to approximately 3,000 

passengers per day – of whom an unknown proportion would be boarding services 

heading north towards Harrogate, Knaresborough and York. 

2.2 Approximation of Journey Characteristics 

The journey characteristics from the three affected stations were assessed as in table 

1 below. As discussed in our earlier report, we would expect existing rail users within 

scope of the corridor to have a fairly extended access time to the station, which we 

have assessed as 1,600 metres (a 20 minute walk). 

The equivalent existing bus journeys were measured from the stop zones as shown in 

Table 2 below.  

Table 1: Generalised Costs of Rail Journeys  

Station Run Time (from 

Leeds to)  

Fare Wait Time  Walk Time Total 

Generalised 
Cost (mins) 

Burley Park 5 2.00 23 41 74 

Headingley 9 2.10 23 41 78 

Horsforth 15 2.20 23 41 84 

The equivalent existing bus journeys were measured from the stop zones as shown in 

Table 2 below.  

Table 2: Rail Stations v Bus/NGT Stops 

Station Bus/NGT Stop Equivalent 

Burley Park Hyde Park Corner 

Headingley Lane, Richmond Avenue  

Headingley Headingley, Arndale Shopping Centre 

Otley Road, Glen Road             

Otley Road, Ring Road             

Horsforth Otley Road, Government Buildings / Bodington  

Otley Old Road, YMCA  

Hospital Lane  

Holt Park Shopping Centre         

In order to assess rail’s current market position versus the bus network, a forecast 

mode split was estimated using a Lambda probability value of 0.3. 

This suggested that rail would capture around 25% of available public transport 

demand from the Hyde Park area, rising to around 30% between Headingley and the 

ring road and up to 35% in the Cookridge/Holt Park area. As might be expected, there 

was a marked rise in rail’s market share for city centre stops at or near City Square.  
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Having established this, it was possible to apply the bus, NGT and rail characteristics 

and – using the same probability equation – to establish rail’s expected market share. 

There was no change to the forecast proportion of trips which would travel by rail 

after NGT had opened, which led us to conclude that it was unsafe to forecast any 

switch of mode from train to NGT. 

It will be appreciated that this was not a full modelling exercise designed to provide a 

patronage forecast for a TWA Order.  It was designed to provide a view on the order 

of magnitude of likely changes in the market should the NGT system be built.  

 

 


